
Robust, next generation play systems loaded with physical challenges and 
new play experiences, encouraging children to discover their own path.

break free from 
traditional play



As we re-think our outdoor recreational spaces 
from the threadbare oval and obligatory school 
yard monkey bars, the play systems we design for 
these spaces in our schools and local community 
parks need to evolve to suit to the physical, social 
and sensory experiences our children deserve.

Play doesn’t stop when we reach school age; it 
is how children extend themselves socially and 
physically while building their confidence and 
self-worth. Children’s physical and developmental 
needs evolve as they grow and mature; so too 
should their play options (even when play isn’t 
“cool” anymore).  

We learn and develop through the integration of 
our  sensory systems; the body receives information 
from multiple sensory input sources to create an 
awareness of the surrounding environment and 
help plan our physical responses.

Playscape Creations’ unique sensory design 
methodology takes an holistic approach to 
childhood development, ensuring there are almost 
unlimited opportunities for children to build their 
skills and ability through play.

PLAY IS A FUNDAMENTAL 
PART OF CHILDHOOD, 
HELPING CHILDREN DEVELOP 
PHYSICAL SKILLS LIKE 
STRENGTH, COORDINATION 
AND BALANCE WHILE ALSO 
NURTURING THEIR SENSE 
OF SELF, IMAGINATION AND 
SOCIAL ABILITY.
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MOTOR PLANNING

VESTIBULAR ABILITY

PROPRIOCEPTIVE ABILITY

imagination

AUDITORY PROCESSING

TACTILE EXPERIENCE

VISUAL PERCEPTION

touch

accessibility

coordination

sliding

climbing

spinning

socialising

swinging

de
velopmental outcomes

activity

Every activity and experience has a sensory component 
that delivers information to our brains and helps shape 
who we are.

The visual system reconstructs a 3 dimensional world 
from a 2 dimensional projection; the eyes look but it is 
the brain that sees.

Proprioception is the awareness and unconscious control 
of the position and movement of the body; the sensory 
feedback mechanism for motor control that keeps track 
of and controls different parts of the body.

Vestibular ability is our system of balance and sense of 
spatial orientation, taking information from the visual 
and auditory systems and sensory information from 
the fingers, hands and feet to maintain balance through 
movement.

Spatial and physical movement through play is vital 
for development of muscle groups as well as sensory 
integration; moving the body in space, over, under and 
through, and perception of height and depth are all critical 
to a child’s complete development and the integration of 
all the senses.  Activities such as spinning, rocking and 
swinging help develop balance, vision and hearing. 

OUR UNIQUE SENSORY DESIGN METHODOLOGY
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Slide towers at two different heights 
caters to children of different age 

groups and levels of daring

Every Zenith system has its own 
unique net configuration designed to 
help to build strength, balance and 

coordination while providing for social 
interaction and multi-user play

THE EVOLUTION OF PLAY.  NON-PRESCRIBED.  
CONCURRENT.  MULTI-LEVEL.

We are proud to offer two brand new systems that provide a 
flexible opportunity for physical play, social interaction, the 
exploration of safe risk and the freedom to engage in a way 
that suits each individual.
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CGL Panels add aesthetic interest.  
There is the natural "Grass" look, or 
the "Swiss" look for a pop of colour

The brightly coloured signature Zenith 
balls clamps are reminiscent of star 

constellations
Inspired by the stunning constellations visible to us in the night 
sky, we have captured the wonder of the stars in a modern 
aesthetic designed to attract children of all ages. 

This unique set of play systems brings together a range of play 
interactions centering around stainless steel slide towers and 
high-quality net configurations, all of which deliver extraordinary 
play value and physical challenge to create healthy, active 
communities.

Amalgamating the stunning outlooks from the top of the slide 
towers with a range of climbing challenges extends coordination 
and motor skills through physical interaction.  Non-prescribed 
entry and exit points encourage children to navigate their 
own path through the system, providing outdoor free play 
opportunities that give children an outlet to express their 
emotions, exert themselves and challenge their fears. 

A modular system, Zenith can be configured to suit the 
requirements of your landscape and budget.  

• Alpha – Offers 2 slide towers at 1.1m and 1.9m high, joined 
by the central net system

• Beta – Offers a 1.9m slide tower and the net system
• Gamma –Net system with signature CGL panels
• Omega – Net System only

introducing Zenith stellar
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A modular system, Zenith can be configured to suit the requirements of your 
landscape and budget.  

• Alpha – Offers 2 slide towers at 1.1m and 1.9m high, joined by the 
central net system

• Beta – Offers a 1.9m slide tower and the net system

• Gamma –Net system with signature CGL panels

• Omega – Net System only 
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ANTARES SYSTEM
The Antares system has been designed to accommodate a larger site, with play experiences distributed across the 
landscape.  Recognisable by the lateral traversion options including overhead climbers, the Antares system tests 
children’s climbing skill and teaches them to assess risk and problem solve.  

The play challenges help to build strength, balance and coordination while providing for social interaction and multi-
user play.  The provision of slide towers at different heights caters to children of different age groups and levels of 
daring, and the overhead climber encourages brachiation while building upper body strength.

ALPHA

Site Required 15.35 x 12m

FHOF 2.5m

Max Equip. height 3.95m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 40

BUDGET $42,000 - $48,000



There are two distinct looks to the Zenith systems with the inclusion of CGL panels to 
add aesthetic interest.  The 3D Grass look panels are inspired by the colours of nature, 
delivering a low-maintenance and robust alternative to traditional timber nature play.  A 
bolder, brighter choice, the Swiss panels add a pop of colour to the playspace, as well as 
an additional climbing feature.

UNIQUE SYSTEM.  UNIQUE DNA

Panels Slide Post & Accent Colours

GRASS

Option 1 Option 2

Panels Slide Post & Accent Colours

swiss

Option 1 Option 2
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BETA

GAMMA

OMEGA

Site Required 12.8 x 12m

FHOF 2.5m

Max Equip. height 3.95m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 36

BUDGET $31,000 - $37,000

Site Required 12.8 x 9.2m

FHOF 2.5m

Max Equip. height 3.95m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 30

BUDGET $18,000 - $23,000

Love the look of the Gamma net system but you don’t have the space or budget for the CGL panels?  The Omega system delivers the epic net, posts 
and ball clamps without the panels.  Enquire for equipment sizing and pricing.
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ARCTURUS SYSTEM
The Arcturus system has been designed in a more linear shape, with play experiences distributed across the landscape.  
Recognisable by the rope crawl tunnel and lateral traversion options including overhead climbers, the Arcturus system 
tests children’s climbing skill and teaches them to assess risk and problem solve.  

ALPHA

BETA

Site Required 16.35 x 9.8m

FHOF 2.5m

Max Equip. height 4.1m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 36

BUDGET $35,000 - $41,000

GAMMA

Site Required 12.65 x 8m

FHOF 2.5m

Max Equip. height 4.1m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 30

BUDGET $21,000 - $27,000

OMEGA Love the look of the Gamma net system but you don’t have the space or budget for the CGL panels?  The Omega system delivers 
the epic net, posts and ball clamps without the panels.  Enquire for equipment sizing and pricing.

Site Required 18.65 x 9.8m Max Equip. height 4.1m MaX users 42

FHOF 2.5m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $46,000 - $52,000
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CAPELLA  SYSTEM
The Capella system’s configuration keeps both towers within close proximity, encouraging social and imaginative play.   
Central twisted net climbing features provide opportunities for children to test their balance and coordination, while 
also providing a place to stop, rest and hang out.  

ALPHA Site Required 19.2 x 12.85m Max Equip. height 3.6m MaX users 58

FHOF 2.2m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $52,000 - $61,000

BETA

Site Required 19.2 x 11.35m

FHOF 2.2m

Max Equip. height 3.6m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 54

BUDGET $42,000 - $50,000

GAMMA

Site Required 15.5 x 10.25m

FHOF 2.2m

Max Equip. height 3.6m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 44

BUDGET $28,000 - $36,000

OMEGA Love the look of the Gamma net system but you don’t have the space or budget for the CGL panels?  The Omega system delivers 
the epic net, posts and ball clamps without the panels.  Enquire for equipment sizing and pricing.
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SIRIUS SYSTEM
The largest system in the Zenith range, the Sirius system has been designed to take children on an exploratory journey 
across the landscape, with multiple climbing and balancing opportunities along the way.  Unstable rubber and flexible 
rope bridges are suspended above the ground, encouraging children to build their balance and coordination.  

ALPHA

BETA

Site Required 20 x 10.65m

FHOF 2.3m

Max Equip. height 3.6m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 54

BUDGET $55,000 - $63,000

GAMMA

Site Required 18.25 x 10.5m

FHOF 2.3m

Max Equip. height 3.6m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 48

BUDGET $41,000 - $49,000

OMEGA Love the look of the Gamma net system but you don’t have the space or budget for the CGL panels?  The Omega system delivers 
the epic net, posts and ball clamps without the panels.  Enquire for equipment sizing and pricing.

Site Required 20 x 13.2m Max Equip. height 3.6m MaX users 60

FHOF 2.3m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $65,000 - $73,000
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VEGA  SYSTEM
Reminiscent of the beauty and entanglement of a spider’s web, the Vega system provides vertical and linear climbing 
opportunities for beginners through to the most daring of users.  The highest platform net stands at 2.65m high, 
offering incredible outlook over the landscape and an opportunity to rest and recover from the climb.  

ALPHA Site Required 17.7 x 14.85m Max Equip. height 3.6m MaX users 60

FHOF 2.65m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $67,000 - $72,000

BETA

Site Required 15.2 x 14.85m

FHOF 2.65m

Max Equip. height 3.6m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 54

BUDGET $57,000 - $62,000

GAMMA

Site Required 15.2 x 12m

FHOF 2.65m

Max Equip. height 3.6m

Ages 5 - 12 years

MaX users 48

BUDGET 43,000 - $48,000

OMEGA Love the look of the Gamma net system but you don’t have the space or budget for the CGL panels?  The Omega system delivers 
the epic net, posts and ball clamps without the panels.  Enquire for equipment sizing and pricing.



When you have children of all abilities and ages playing in the same space, you need to create 
zones or areas where younger children can escape to if they need relief from the older children. 
This also holds true in instances where you have adventurous play zones; you can balance these 
with quiet zones of sensory exploration or areas that facilitate imaginative or role play. 

It is important to consider the integration of all elements within the playspace and how natural 
movement will flow.  For example, equipment such as slides and fireman's poles provide ‘flow 
through’ activities that allow many users to pass through quickly, whereas items designed for a 
single user will require people to wait their turn. 

To reduce possible wait times multiple units of the same equipment can be placed in tandem, 
inviting group play and social interaction.  Allow for multiple routes to be taken throughout the 
playspace so users can bypass equipment that is too crowded or too challenging, keeping them 
engaged with other elements of play.

overall playspace design & zoning
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“IF WE WANT CHILDREN TO 
GROW UP WITH A ZEST FOR 
LIVING, WE NEED TO GIVE 
THEM LIVING SPACES THAT 
EXPRESS THAT LIFE IS A 
GRAND EXPERIENCE” 
- Barbara E Hendricks, Designing for Play
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COLOUR OPTIONS

Posts Ball Clamps

The Zenith - Stellar Omega Range creates a 
myraid of play opportunities for continuous and 
concurrent play for all.  Aligned with the signature 
Zenith aesthetic are the brightly coloured ball 
clamps, reminiscent of star constellations.  The 
stepped height of the durable powdercoated 
steel posts help to spark children’s curiosity and 
wonder, inviting them to come and experience 
everything the systems have to offer.

Exciting, innovative and full of challenges for 
inquisitive minds, children can enjoy greater 
physical interaction with this equipment and 
extend their own coordination and motor skills in 
the process.

zenith stellar omega

Robust.  Low-maintenance.  Packed with Play Value

“IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT PLAYGROUNDS 
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES THAT ALLOW 
A CHILD TO EXTEND THEMSELVES IN A 
CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENT” 
– Margaret Cavanagh, Kidsafe NSW
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Traditionally, play value is the way we try to quantify 
the worth of a piece of equipment by dividing the 
investment cost by the number of features or 
individual activities available to use. 

But to a child, play value means so much more than 
just the number of activities they can undertake on 
a piece of equipment.  

It is the way each child uses their imagination to 
enhance their view of the system, formulating their 
own games, ways to play and interacting with their 
peers. 

 It is the way children learn and grow and develop 
as they use each of the features, challenging 
themselves to do something they’ve never done 
before. 

 It’s the way each different experience layers within 
the child’s sense of self, building their confidence 
and developmental evolution.

play value
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These systems are packed with play value; but not simply because they offer an incredible number of 
different play features.  With non-prescribed entry and exit points and the ability to move any way they 
choose, children can use these systems in an almost infinite number of ways.  

As multi-level play pieces, the Zenith and Frontiers ranges provide play opportunities for children of all 
ages and levels of daring.  Elevated viewpoints allow for reflection and a reintegration of each child into 
their unique worldview.  Positive social interaction occurs as children encourage each other to climb 
higher, play cooperatively or to simply hangout.

These systems also add aesthetic appeal for all users of the designed space; from parents and carers to 
casual walkers and people passing by.  This aesthetic appeal has the potential to attract and retain more 
users to the space, over-delivering on its original promise and investment.

DELIVERING PLAY VALUE
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A huge net system that features low-level play for beginners through to height and gross motor skill challenges for 
older children.   Delivering clear lines of site across the system, it is suitable for more than 40 users at any time; the 
perfect solution for busy play times!  The perfect mixture of vertical climbing challenges, balance bridges and nets, the 
Aldebaran also has two hangout nets for social play.

ALDEBARAN 

Site Required 14.6 x 12.3m Max Equip. height 3.6m MaX users 42

FHOF 2.3m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $43,000 - $45,000
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Designed to suit a smaller playspace or act as an active zone within a larger play area, the Daneb system incorporates 
activities to help build user’s confidence and balance.

Daneb features a stunning Spiderweb, wriggling pommels, overhead climbing loops and three monkey bars.

DENEB

Site Required 8.7 x 8.1m Max Equip. height 3.6m MaX users 12

FHOF 3.3m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $13,000 - $14,000
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The intricate patterning of the Pollux system is almost kaleidoscopic in nature, helping children improve their depth 
perception and problem solving skills as they learn to traverse around the system or reach its centre.   Delivering clear 
lines of site across the system, it is suitable for more than 28 users at any time; the perfect solution for busy play times!  

POLLUX

With its stunning symmetry and opportunities for outlook, to climb or to hangout, the Rigel system delivers something 
for everybody. Encouraging the development of key physical skills, there is also opportunity for social and imaginative 
role play as children develop their own games and methods to traverse the equipment.

RIGEL 

Site Required 13 x 13m Max Equip. height 4.5m MaX users 28

FHOF 2.95m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $33,000 - $35,000

Site Required 13.3 x 13.3m Max Equip. height 4.7m MaX users 18

FHOF 2.9m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $30,000 - $32,000



 DELIVERING INFINITE WAYS TO PLAY,
LEARN, GROW AND DISCOVER
- Peter Koch, Playscape Creations' Head Designer
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Designed to suit a long, narrow site or act as an active zone within a larger play area, the Saiph system incorporates 
activities at lower levels to help build user’s confidence and balance.  Focussed on helping children build their confidence 
and vestibular awareness, the Saiph system also provides for social interaction as children make up their own games 
and challenge each other’s speed and daring. 

SAIPH

Site Required 14.2 x 8m Max Equip. height 3.7m MaX users 12

FHOF 2.2m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $18,000 - $20,000



A playground favourite, the Zenith aesthetic also 
carries through to an extensive range of swings.  
From a single post, single bay design right through 
to the architectural, opposing twin pillar design, 
Zenith features modular play structures that can 
be personalised to suit your environment and 
complement active play opportunities.

There are multiple options for swing configuration, 
with oddler seats, flat seats, friendship swings or 
team swings allowing users of all ages and abilities 
to participate and play together.  

The sensation of moving back and forth stimulates 
the vestibular system and helps build spatial 
awareness.  

A truly adaptable playground favourite, ensure you 
bring the joy of swinging into your next playspace 
design.

zenith swings
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5 WAY SWING – LARGE

SINGLE BAY SWING 

5 WAY SWING – SMALL

TWO BAY SWING 

Site Required 15 x 14.3m

FHOF 1.6m

Max Equip. height 2.85m

Ages 1 - 12 years

MaX users 10

BUDGET $27,000 - $28,000

Site Required 12.5 x 12m

FHOF 1.6m

Max Equip. height 2.85m

Ages 1 - 12 years

MaX users 6

BUDGET $13,000 - $14,000

Site Required 4.3 x 8.2m

FHOF 1.6m

Max Equip. height 2.9m

Ages 1 - 12 years

MaX users 4

BUDGET $4,000 - $5,000

Site Required 7.85 x 8.2m

FHOF 1.6m

Max Equip. height 2.9m

Ages 1 - 12 years

MaX users 8

BUDGET $7,000 - $8,500



ZENITH SWING RANGE COLOUR OPTIONS
Posts Ball Clamps

AUSTRALIA'S FIRST ARCHITECTURAL 
SWING RANGE

Evolving from linear swing structures, the Zenith twin pillar 
configuration has been designed to become an architectural feature 
in any playspace.  Diverging straight and curved posts add a feeling of 
flow to the visual experience, and the choice of swing type to suit your 
community needs allows for specialist customisation.
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TWIN PILLAR DOUBLE BAY OPPOSED
Site Required 7.85 x 8.2m Max Equip. height 3.45m MaX users 8

FHOF 1.6m Ages 1 - 12 years budget $17,000 - $18,000
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TWIN PILLAR DOUBLE BAY

TWIN PILLAR SINGLE BAY

Site Required 7.85 x 8.2m

FHOF 1.6m

Max Equip. height 3.45m

Ages 1 - 12 years

MaX users 8

BUDGET $17,000 - $18,000

Site Required 4.3 x 8.2m

FHOF 1.6m

Max Equip. height 3.45m

Ages 1 - 12 years

MaX users 4

BUDGET $9,000 - $10,000



EXPLORE DYNAMIC PLAY 
OPPORTUNITIES AND A 
TOTALLY NEW AESTHETIC

COLOUR OPTIONS

Discover a new path whilst you climb, 
crawl and chill on the next generation of 
stainless-steel multi-play equipment

The dynamic, curved shaping and stainless-steel aesthetic encourages non-prescribed play with multiple entry 
and exit points.  Daring play features abound, focused on helping children build their core and upper body 
strength.  Suitable for children aged 5 and over, the Frontiers units encourage problem solving as children 
learn how to traverse the system and challenge themselves to experience all the features it has to offer.

Offering great points of outlook from the top of the system as well as areas for contemplation and relaxation, 
the Frontiers systems have been designed to provide opportunities for children to improve their balance, 
coordination and social interaction while only utilising a small recreational area.

Manufactured from the highest quality materials, the Frontiers systems are low-maintenance and incredibly 
durable, ensuring that this play piece will serve its community for many years to come.

introducing frontiers
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A huge array of different play 
experiences across multiple levels 

mean there is an option for all

304 Stainless Steel structural 
construction.  Robust, hard wearing 

and low maintenance

Multiple colour options available to 
suit your unique design aesthetic 

and theming requirements

Towering heights offer challenge for 
users daring enough to take the climb, 

with multiple points of outlook
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Spinning, swivelling, sliding and climbing, Nucleus is a great addition to any play area with limited space that requires 
maximum play value!  Suitable for up to 15 users, the aesthetic attracts children to experience every play feature time 
and time again.

NUCLEUS

HORIZON
The Horizon system tests children’s climbing skill and teaches them to assess risk and problem solve.  The play challenges 
help to build strength, balance and coordination while providing for social interaction and multi-user play.  Spinning 
opportunities help to build proprioceptive and vestibular skills.

Site Required 9 x 9m Max Equip. height 3.2m MaX users 15

FHOF 1.5m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $25,000 - $27,000

Site Required 11.2 x 8.5m Max Equip. height 3.2m MaX users 35

FHOF 2.5m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $46,000 - $48,000
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The stunning dome shaped aesthetic of the Origin system gives almost unlimited points of entry and exit, allowing for 
up to 30 children to play simultaneously.  The central team net not only encourages social interaction but put children's 
climbing and problem-solving skills to the test as they try to reach the centre of the labyrinthine play experiences.

ORIGIN

Site Required 9.1 x 9.1m Max Equip. height 2.5m MaX users 30

FHOF 2.5m Ages 5 - 12 years budget $33,000 - $35,000



Phone

1300 669 074

Web

playscapecreations.com.au

Email

info@playscapecreations.com.au

Address

1/553 Boundary Road, Darra  QLD  4077

Supporting each child’s need to play, learn and socialise in a safe and inclusive environment, we help you 
create the perfect playspace to suit your local communities’ needs or your school’s unique pedagogy.  Our 
range of play systems provide a robust and low-maintenance community asset, specifically created to suit 
all Australian environmental conditions

With more than 20 years’ experience creating engaging educational and recreational playspaces across 
Australia, we offer you our team’s expertise to create the ideal play environment for your community.

break free from 
traditional play

All prices are for equipment supply only and exclude GST, delivery, installation and construction 
works.  Colours shown throughout this brochure are indicative only and may be subject to change.


